


 



10 Key Skills Kids Need to Thrive
in Middle School and Beyond

"Kids will figure out quickly which friends instill a sense
of belonging and which make them feel
uncomfortable. Some will insist on hanging out with
the ones who make them feel terrible, and it can take
a long time for them to realize they're sacrificing
themselves."

Make good friend choices.
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"Not many students get through middle school without
feeling like they had to carry the load on at least one group
project. Teamwork provides a window into kids' grit,
flexibility, self-awareness, and resiliency."

Negotiate Conflict
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Manage a student-teacher mismatch.

""Kids may say they don't care, but they don't
have to be invested in a particular outcome to
change their behavior..They need to be able to
create and tweak their organization systems
and learn to monitor and take responsibility for
their own work."

Create homework & organization systems. 
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""Kids learn from a teacher they don't like. It's a
chance to practice working with someone they
find difficult. This is a life skill they'll need in the
workplace, and it requires understanding of
themselves."

Consider others' perspectives.
"If we want kids to accept their uniqueness and
embraces differences in others, they must build their
self-awareness. They also need to develop the ability
to step into someone else's shoes."5

Self-advocate.
"This is hard for adults, let alone kids, but it's
imperative in a world full of people who'll tell them
'no'. By middle school kids should be mastering how to
ask teachers for help or clarification."6
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""It's not easy for middle schoolers to make
connections between thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors. They may be stuck in all-or-nothing
thinking or be consistently self-critical."

Self-regulate emotions.

"When children are fired up about something,
it's important to let them run with it. Even if
their chosen interest doesn't seem exciting to
parents, they're identifying their strengths
and figuring out what drives them. They're
also discovering where they struggle."

Cultivate passion and recognize limitations. 

Make responsible, healthy, and ethical choices.
"Kids need to know how to respect and take care of
their bodies and make saef, healthy decisions. It's
equally important that they understand how to avoid
putting others at risk."

Create and innovate.
"When children think outside the box, it builds their confidence.
As you kids do their homework, read required texts, and take
standardized tests, they may not understand that these
bencharmes are not the only ways to measure success. To be
prepared for the innovation era, they'll need to be able to
make connections across courses and to build, write, invent,
and experiment."

From: Middle School Matters 
by. Phyllis L. Fagell, LCPC

For more information about how you can help your middle schooler check out the full book.


